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Abstract

While creating for religious use, designers should ask what interventions will
transform the secular into the sacred. Spaces used for worship should have qualities
that enhance the mission of the church and the religious activities occurring within.
These qualities include the use of light to suggest spiritual illumination, acoustics to
enhance the congregation’s experience of music and sacred speech, materials that
projects beauty within believers , and an environment separate from worldly
distractions.
The client for this project is a megachurch congregation. Most of these churches
are disinterested or in denial of church typology principles, resulting in spaces that lack
emotional resonance and hamper consideration of the sacred. With roots in 19th
century Religious Revivals that changed the American landscape, megachurches have
adopted aspects of commerce in the past 50 that makes their worship spaces resemble
an entertainment space more than a place of worship. This should not be the case.
In the Evangelical New Testament theology, the church is “built” when baptized
believers come together to worship. Judaism, the predecessor of Christianity, stipulated
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a specific space, the (portable) tabernacle. For elements to be truly sacred, they should
not suffer secular use, like in the Jewish tabernacle. This thesis will create a sacred
space for such a megachurch by creating a temporary demountable intervention in a
secular site that emerges once weekly. The site used for this intervention is the
Community College of Rhode Island. The Knight Campus is suited for a megachurch in
that is has a strong utilitarian nature and capacity for symbolic imagery of value to both
religion and education. For both theological and practical reasons, the thesis will look
into using textiles as a means to create a distinctly sacred sanctuary. The temporality
and the site will restrict the intervention, forcing an intervention that achieves the
sacred with as little as possible. Simplicity and symbols reduced to their essence will
create the feeling of sacred. Even though the relationship between a college and a
church might be unusual in secular countries, the intervention will not only show
respect to the secular roots of the site, but will emphasize and focus elements of the
building so that they receive a sacred allure.

ABSTRACT
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POP-UP CHURCH
“all art worthy of the name is religious.”
Henry Matisse

Church main entry from parking lot

Sanctuary seen from welcome center
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Welcome center looking towards ramp

Sanctuary seen from ramp
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Church sanctuary

Fellowship hall
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Weekdays- college campus
First floor

During weekday, the site is used as a college campus. The main space of the building
is a 9000 sq. ft (not including under ramps) common space that the students are using
for dining and other social activities. The atrium is connected to the exterior through 2
large skylights. The 2 long sides are made of glass walls, light penetrating the space
even though its not immediately connected to the outside. On the first floor, apart from

the atrium, science labs, conferece rooms, offices, day care, servery and formal dining
can be found.
The church, even though is going to pop-up during Sundays, will rent permanent
spaces on this floor. Those spaces will be used for church offices, counseling rooms,
lobby, kitchen and storage. Also, during Sundays, the church will use the existing day
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Sunday- church
First floor
Due to the size of the main atrium and also International Building Codes for assembly
occupancy, the pop-up church will be able to host a maximum of 1000 people in the
main space.
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Weekdays- college campus
Second floor

On the second floor, classrooms, science labs and offices can be found. The second
floor is the floor that the student arrives when choosing to take the ramp up to the
building.
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Sunday- church
Second floor
The entrance to the church is made through the outside ramp, that connects the
parking to the second floor. The floor lights starting from the parking and the
downlights on the 4 columns in front of the entrance will create the first focal point in
the user’s journey. Immediately after entering the space, the person will find itself in
the main welcome center, an encloser made through rolling down metal mesh walls.
The user can see the santuary, but can not access it. Through lighting up one of the
walls, a second focal point will be created that will lead the user to a ramp to the first
floor. The ramp is an even more enclosed space, and aims at creating a symbol for

humbleness ( going down and feeling small). At the end of the tunnel there’s another
light that creates a third focal point. But towards the end of the tunnel, the walls start
tilting, the user being able to get a better glimpse of the sanctuary, thus when it arrives
at the end it will immediately turn right into the grandious space of the sanctuary.
When the church service is over, the people won’t leave on the same way they came
but they will be heading towards a fellowship room adjacent to the sanctuary that
contains light pillars (the fifth and last focal point. From there on, the sacred journey is
ended, and the people can exit the church. (see level 1 floorplans for fellowship hall)
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Weekdays- pop down- college

Sunday- pop up- church
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Technology

Technology

rolled panels for lobby

olled panels for tunnel
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Technology

Technology

sanctuary space mechanism

pop-up/pop-down of sanctuary mechanism
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Energy and systems

Solar panels instalation and placement

Improving the performance of the building

The two existing air handlers above the space which serve the area outisde
the project will remain unchanged because they don’t operate on Sundays.
The third existing unit which conditions the thesis’s atrium space will be
replaced with a new energy recovery unit (10000 clm annexair) capable of
supplying 100% outdoor air. This will ensure that the space is well
ventilated even when the project area is fully occupied. The ductwork
supplying the church’s auxiliary spaces will be modified so that those
spaces will be now serviced by the new atrium energy recovery unit. The
energy recovery unit serves as the air handler for the entire atrium and will
reuse the existing ductwork and terminal devices. This unit includes a total
energy recovery wheel which recovers 75% of the heating or cooling
energy in the exhaust air and uses it to precondition the outside air intake.
The reminder of the required heating and cooling energy will be supplied
by the existing central chilled water and heating pipes. The energy
recovery unit also includes high efficiency, variable speed., supply and
exhaust fans. The project also includes a small photovoltaic canopy above
several parking spaces adjacent to the building. In order to compensate for
the energy required to operate the church mechanisms throughout a 7-day
cycle, a minimum of 28 solar panels are to be installed.

Instalation and placement of the new energy recovery unit

Calculation for a 6 hour per week use of the church mechanism:
1 fan= 35 horse power - 2 fans needed
2x 35hp x (.746 kW/hp) x 6 hrs= 313 kW/week
313 kW / 7= 44.8 kW/ day
45 kW / 5= 9 kW resulting in a 10kW array
If 365 W solar panels are to be used then 28 panels are to be installed.
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POP-UP CHURCH
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Design evolution

Sketches
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POP-UP CHURCH
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THEORY OF THE SACRED
“...the design of a church presents an unusual challenge to the
architectural profession, that of combining techniques and imagination in
such a way that the design assumes a spiritual quality as an essential
aspect of its practical function.”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

Revealed sacred - out of human control (pre-Christian)

›› ladder reaching heaven
›› presence of angels and God
›› the Lord in the place- house of God and
gate to heaven
›› stone used for pillow becomes pillar and
oil was poured on top

›› mountain of God, Horeb
›› angel appears in a flame of fire in a bush
›› Moses finds it a GREAT SIGHT, as the
bush didn’t burn
›› the ground was Holy ground- Moses had
to take off his shoes
›› Moses hids his face of fear

›› people were told to cleans themselves
and the clothes
›› forbidden to go on the mountain
›› thunders and lighting
›› thick cloud on the mountain
›› people trembled at the voice of the loud
trumpet
›› smoke because the Lord descended in fire
›› resembles the smoke of a furnace

Invoked sacred through rituals/ saptial elements (pre-Christian)

›› Tabernacle materials: gold, silver, bronze,
linen, blue/purple/scarlet threads, goat
hair, ram skin dyed red, badger skin,
acacia wood
›› furnishing: brazen altar, brazen laver,
table of shewbread, golden candlestick,
golden altar of incense, mercy seat, ark of
the covenant
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›› Temple materials: cedar fir wood, stone
made ready in advance(was hidden by
wood), pure gold, olive tree wood, brass
›› carvings of cherubims and palm trees
and, open flowers, chapiters with
pomegranates, lily work

In Romanian literature, there is a short novel entitled “ The Mill of Good luck”
by Ioan Slavici. 1 The novel begins with a picture of the beautiful and calm
road that leads to the isolated mill, which is an inn. The story describes all
the bad things that happen at the site over time, culminating with murder.
As the novel comes to an end, the mill burns down, and the last page
presents the road that leads to what used to be the mill but now is just a
place with scattered crosses. Romanian critics believe that the mill
represents the profane or possessed place marked by the things that
happened there. In Romanian culture, fire is a symbol of purification and the
crosses of a sacred space. Through the burning down of the mill, and the
appearance of the crosses, the space is now sanctified. This concept, that
rituals and symbols create what is considered sacred, has inspired the
current thesis. Every culture of the world carries the idea of sacred space. To
be able to understand how it is manifested in architecture, and specifically
in Christian architecture, it is imperative to understand the broader concept
before considering space.

Dichotomy of human history
This thesis considers the sacred in two phases: pre-humanist (pre-secular
scientific) and post-humanist (post-secular scientific); that is before and
after the philosophical idea of the centrality of the human being. The
centrality of humankind is associated with secular and non-religious
movements centered on human agency. Science and evidence are the main
players, with only the human sensory experiences being the source of
knowledge. Humanistic movements include Empiricism, started by John
Locke, and Rationalism, with Baruch Spinoza as one of its influential writers.
While Empiricism focuses on knowledge that comes from sensory experience, Rationalism contends that reason is the source and test of knowledge.
To accurately understand archaic societies and their views on the
sacredness of a space, the modern reader can’t apply contemporary ways of
thinking (e.g. Rationalism), but must read the symbols present as truth, as
spiritual reality. The validity of the spiritual beliefs of the archaic human (as
explained by Eliade) is best understood through the symbols and myths it ’s
using rather than the scientific proof he would have to provide. 2 This method
of understanding their beliefs through symbols, is a result of the not
scientific but spiritual core of archaic societies. Philosophical ideas
promoted by Freud and Jung in the 20th century reveal values and behaviour
that are unknown and inaccessible to science because they do not offer any
rational explanation and do not fall under the category of “classical”
sciences.

Dichotomy of the sacred
There are two meanings in two ancient languages attached to the word
sacred. In Greek and Latin there’s a dichotomy of sacred: objective and
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subjective. For the sacred permanently embodied in a particular place, the
word in Greek is “hieros” whereas in Latin “sacer.” 3 On the other hand, if the
sacred is brought forth by particular people, in Greek we have “hosios” and
in Latin “sanctus.”
When analyzing the sacred sites of different cultures, there are 2 ways
in which the sacred is established. On one side, a temple, shrine or any kind
of religious space is erected in order to sanctify a space, thus the sacred is
created through specific rituals. One the other side the sacredness of a
space (the event or stories related to it but most important the hierophany
or theophany) as for the building of the “temple.” 4

What makes the sacred?
The simple answer to the question of what constitutes sacred: the place
where divinity reveals itself to humankind. Mircea Eliade, historian and
philosopher of religion, considers that “ a sacred space, that is to say a
territory qualitatively different from the surrounding cosmic environment, is
a zone which is singled out and is detached within the profane space.” 5 Also,
the French sociologist Roger Caillois believes that in the presence of the
sacred, a believer feels the same as a child does in the presence of fire.
Because the element is unfamiliar, a desire to warm oneself and a fear of
burning oneself coexist. 6 In his books, Eliade promotes the idea of axis
mundis, the place where the connection between heaven and earth
happens. This axis mundis would create the sacred, because it represents a
breach into human reality. 7 We find this motif under different names in
many legends and representations (e.g. Irminsul for ancient Germans,
cosmic pillar for North Asian, the cosmic tree) around the world. Brancusi’s
“Endless column” which he worked on iterations for around 20 years, is a
motif discovered in Romanian folklore, that of the “pillar of sky” (columna
cerului). This motif can be interpreted as a symbol of transcendence, or
uplifting of human condition. Furthermore, Eliade promotes in his writings
the idea that profane space is understood by its homogeneity, whereas the
sacred, with its rupture from this homogeneity, creates a focal point that
disrupts uniformity. 8 In some cultures and myths the axis mundis is seen as
a tree, pillar or even a cosmic mountain. Those places transcend reality,
connecting mortals to the world of the divine. Good examples of such beliefs
can be seen in myths related to The Tree of Life, Mount Kailash (sacred for
Hindu, Buddhism, Jainism), Mount Olympus, Mount Uluru and others. To go
even further into the belief of axis mundis, the center of the Universe, this is
not only represented by a pillar. In archaic religions, as in Hinduism, Mount
Meru is believed to be the center of the World, a sacred cosmological
mountain, many of the Hindu temples being symbolic representations of it.
In the Palestine, the Samaritans today believe that Mount Gerizim is a sacred
mountain, Mircea Eliade further describing it as “navel of the Earth.” 9 It is
regarded as the place where Yahweh chose to have its temple. Furthermore,
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“The perfect church service would be one we were almost
unaware of; our attention would have been on God.”
C.S. Lewis, Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer

sensorial

God

outward

transcendence

role of architecture

unaware
inward
focus

space

catholic

evangelical

God

God

mediated
by priest

ritual

rules of
lifestyle

collective
(dimension)

Role of architecture in preparing the worshipper

no
mediation

relationship

individual
(dimension)

Differences between Catholic and Evangelical approaches
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in Christian tradition the mount of Golgotha is regarded as a sacred place,
thus it becomes a symbolic center of the Universe. The center does not
necessarily need to me a mountain. The Garden of Eden can be regarded as
the center through its connection with the heavens.
Following the traditions of the center and the identification of different
natural landscapes as sacred, ancient societies have tried to recreate this
centrality in their architecture. As stated before, the Hindu temples are
believed to be a symbolic interpretation of Mount Meru; the Mesopotamian
ziggurats are regarded as cosmic mountains being called as Eliade claims
“Mount of the House” or “House of the Mount of All Lands.” 10 It is apparent
that on top of each ziggurat, there use to be a shrine, thus further proving
the sacredness and connection to the heavens. It is important to note how
those traditions and beliefs have survived until today. The concept of a holy
mountain or royal city is still present today in a secular form: capitals, as
the center of political, economic, and social lives of a nation. Furthermore, in
his association of the center with the Universe, Mircea Eliade pushes the
idea that any type of human creation becomes an imitation of the creation of
the world. 11 So to build a city or a temple is a repeat of the creation of the
Universe, hence a sacred act.
The English missionary, Robert H. Codrington, after some research in
Melanesia, concluded that religious inspired activities originate from the
sacred and not divinity. Tribes of Melanesia define the sacred through the
words power and prohibition. With this in mind, we can conclude that the
sacred is sacred only in a particular place, a particular time and for
particular people. 12 The Indologist and historian of art, Heinrich Zimmer
comments, “the real treasure, the treasure that brings our wretchedness and
our ordeals to an end, is never far away. We must never go looking for it in
distant lands, for it lies buried in the most secret recesses of our own
house; in other words, of our own being. It is behind the stove, the life- and
heat-giving center that governs our existence, the heart of our hearth, if only
we know how to dig for it. But then there is the strange and constant fact
that it is only after a pious journey to a distant region, in a strange land, a
new country, that the meaning of the inner voice guiding our search can be
revealed to us. And added to that the strange and constant fact there is
another: that the person who reveals the meaning of our mysterious inner
voyage to us must himself be a stranger, of another faith and another race.” 13
The treasure that Heinrich Zimmer is talking about, most certainly is the
concept of the sacred. The treasure that is buried within can be found in
Jesus’s teaching as well when He advises the person who prays to “go into
your room, close the door and pray to your Father, who is unseen” implying
that the inner us without distractions can find the way to the Father. To find
this treasure, to find the sacred, it is necessary to get out of our comfort
zone by travelling to “a strange land”, one we don’t feel comfortable with and
allow ourselves be guided by a stranger.

For the ancient civilizations, there might not have been a more
important value than connection of the individual with the divine. For
example, people have managed to identify in Constantin Brancusi’s art not
only his roots in Romanian folk art, but also analogies with African art and
Mediterranean and Balkan prehistory. 14 That is possible within a plastic
universe that is culturally homologous. Only through a process of interiorization, of finding the treasure within, one can rip off all the folds of the
contemporary secular, divided world, and go back to a primitive, simple
state, like the creators of prehistoric art. Only then the sacred will unfold.

Dichotomy of humankind
This understanding of the sacred raises a new set of questions and
problems. First, a new dichotomy arises: the religious and nonreligious
individual. The nonreligious person does not see any divine revelation in any
kind of manifestation, and would explain the supernatural through scientific,
non-theistic human laws. The religious individual would see a revelation of
divine reality in every aspect of life.
The experience of the religious individual is one of “interiorization” and
“immersion” that leads to a relation between physical and spiritual life. This
so called religious individual, even though not following a certain set of
traditional beliefs, falls in the category of the seeker of metaphysical
knowledge. During the early 20th century much exploration was done in this
area. Freud proposed techniques of exploring the depths of the unconscious,
Jung examined the collective unconscious and Levy-Bruhl developed his
“primitive mentality” of prelogical phase in human thought development. 15
The bisection of the humankind into religious and nonreligious
individuals is important when understanding the sacred. For one, sacred can
represent anything, from a place to an object, whereas for the other nothing
is a manifestation of the divine because he sees a different type of reality.
The closest a non religious individual can get to the idea of the sacred is
when a memory of an event or loved one comes into play. But this does not
constitute the type of sacred this thesis upholds, because sacred is a revelation of the divine and not just a special human-centered memory.
Eliade considers that the manifestation of the sacred creates a rupture
between the human reality and divine one. This rupture is depicted as an
opening that promotes the transcendence. This “opening” sometimes comes
into being in architecture from time to time as a hole or window. 16 Good
example is the oculus that is present in the Pantheon in Rome. The oculus
can be an interpretation of the axis mundis, the revelation of the divine
through light. The desire to fly has fascinated humankind throughout history.
Transcendence, thus ascension from the Earth, can be interpreted as a break
from everyday experiences, or eradication of human conditions. The archaic
man has succeeded in “flight ” through introspection (e.g. tales of heroes
and magicians that can move freely between earth and sky), whereas the
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modern individual has invented outward technologies that can physically
take him there. The only trace of human transcendence present today that is
common to all human beings is the state of dreaming.

Deciphering the Christian God

secular
homogenious reality

sacred
disruption of homogeneity
focal point

Mircea Eliade’s definition of secular and sacred

catholic/ greek orthodox

protestant/ evangelical

Architectural typologies Catholic vs. Evangelical
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Before determining what sacred architecture is, the individual has to
understand first and foremost the nucleus around which everything
gravitates, and that is the divinity, in this case, YHWH or Jehovah, the name
which both Jews and Christians worship. If during the Old Testament, that is
during the period before Jesus’s life, Jehovah revealed Himself mostly as a
just God, that will reward one according to his acts, in the New Testament
He shows His other side, that is the sacrificial love. In his book The
Knowledge of the Holy, author and Christian mystic A.W. Tozer, identifies
several attributes of God. In his view, God is a holy trinity, self-existent,
self-sufficient, eternal, infinite, immutable, omniscient, wise, omnipotent,
omnipresent, good, just, mercyful, graceful, loving, holy, sovereign and
transcendent. The attribute of most interest is the transcendence of God.
When Tozer talks about transcendence, he implies that God is exalted over
the whole created universe, above what humans can imagine, a quality of
being that is not bound to a physical location. 17 As limited creatures, we can
grasp abstract ideas only when we identify in some way with material
things. Though people might associate and describe God with certain
earthly metaphors, this will never be a true comparison. According to Tozer,
it is not enough to give Him pre-eminence but transcendence in the fullest
meaning. The human comparison can never be perfect, as even though it
will seem so far away in the opposite directions, the comparison items will
have a common denominator, in that both were created. In both Old and New
Testament, when the sacred was revealed ( when God revealed Himself )
every human experienced a common reaction - an overwhelming sense of
terror and dismay, a wrenching sensation of sinfulness and guilt. Prophet
Isaiah encounter God and he exclaimed: “ Woe is me! for I am undone;
because I am a man of unclean lips.” 18 This encounter and all the other ones
presented in the Bible reveal that a vision of the divine transcendence ends
in the person being ready to give everything away to worship. As Tozer
notices in the chapter on The Divine Transcendence, modern Christianity has
a shocking disrespect towards the Person of God in its gatherings, being
proof of a deep blindness of heart. The modern Christian talks about God
and prays to Him but he doesn’t truly know Him. It can be argued that the
space in which the church gathers to worship God as a congregation should
reflect the characteristics of the One they worship. It should reflect as much
as possible the different attributes and qualities, and not merely provide a
utilitarian roof under which the church gathers. The Jewish temple emulated
not only the qualities of God, but also His mystery. The New Testament gives
no indication on how churches should be built, because the concept is that

the church is the people and not the building, but it should be common
sense that the space where the church gathers is not the average space, but
one that is put aside for the practice. Of course, this should not be taken as
a dogma. There are instances when building the house where the Body of
Christ (the church) is meeting is not possible, be it financial reasons or legal
reasons (e.g. ban on free gathering, persecution).
In a conversation with Eckermann, Goethe spoke of the abuse of the
divine name(e.g. the Lord God, the good God, the dear God) . He argued that
people treat the holy name as if the incomprehensible Being is equal to
them. And this makes people continue to use it as a mere and barren phrase,
resulting in insensitive people towards consideration of the divine Grace.
Goethe suggests that if they were impressed by His greatness, they would
be dumb, and through veneration unwilling to name Him. 19 It is exactly this
insensitivity that is lacking in contemporary Christianity and that is
reflected in the buildings they are using. Church buildings should be able to
help the worshippers connect to the divine through the specific atmosphere
that disconnects them from the worldly distractions.

Views on Christian Sacred Architecture
From its founding to the present times, not only church architecture, but
structures changed. As found in the Holy Scriptures and also in the site of
Dura-Europos, the first centuries churches had no typology. Their meeting
space was usually a private house. Then, between classical, antiquity and
Middle Ages, every church was said to embody the image and appearance of
the Heavenly Jerusalem as found in the Revelation of John. 20
The Gothic style attempted to discover the sacred proportions found in
Solomon’s temple and implement them. From around 380 AD when
Christianity became the Roman Empire’s state religion until the Reformation,
the church typology was shaped mostly by Catholic and Greek orthodox
dogma.
As mentioned before, in evangelical and protestant denominations, the
definition of the church is ekklesia which in Greek means a called-out
assembly, congregation or group. When one understands the main driving
factor of the Reformation, then the lack of an architectural style in newer
denominations becomes clear. The purpose of Luther ’s manifesto was a
departure from not only the Catholic theology but also from the form of
worship and architecture. In his Kirchenpostille, Martin Luther said: “ Then
for no other reason are churches to be built, so far as there is a cause, as for
Christians to come together, to pray, hear the sermon and receive the
sacrament. And whether this cause should expire, the same church should
be torn down, as one does with other houses, when they are no longer in
use.” 21 Though this view might seem extreme today, especially from the point
of view of an architect, adaptive reuse and green architecture, the quote
proves how seriously the reformation reassessed the role of church
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architecture. Some of the new denominations that were born after the
Reformation still maintained almost the exact architectural features and
decorations of the Catholic church, whereas some went for extreme austerity
measures. One of the most sever one was the puritan movement, known for
their plain, non-decorated interiors.The protestant ideology on church is
reflected in their concept of the sacred. The most used term in protestant
circles is “sacred music” but the term sacred can be used with other words
such as “architecture” or “art.” Not much explanation is given on what the
term sacred stands for. Because the church building is no longer seen as a
sacred space, as the Jewish temples used to be considered 22, the sacred is
somehow lost. Ideas have consequences. The theological stance is and will
be manifested through the style of building. If the church is the people, and
then the sacred is located inside of each individual 23, most people will argue
that there is no need for sacred architecture, and sacred architecture is
understood to encompass prime qualities that create a certain mood of
reverence and transcendence. Rediscovering the primitive forms (e.g. as
LeCorbusier and Brancusi did),that for the modern person resemble peasant,
ethnic, or prehistoric artistic production, means to rediscover the true form
of the sacred.
In order to approach the subject from an architectural theoretical
perspective, it is important to study what other architects have said about it,
even though they might have build only for the Catholic Church, while this
thesis is trying to broaden consideration.

offices counseling
utilitarian
choir worship band

1. “Sacred architecture” does not exist 24

sunday school classes
baptistry communion
sanctuary
protestant worship spaces
arranged hierarchically
(bottom - most important)

The supporter of this idea is the Italian architect Massimiliano Fuksas, who
built Chiesa di San Paolo Apostolo in Folignio, Italy. In an interview from
2009, he explains that he does not believe that creating sacred architecture
is possible, only architecture that tends to spirituality. Spirituality is
referenced through light, both as an architectural and philosophical idea.
The most important feature of a church building for Fuksas is the relationship with the exterior environment, thus he explains that a church has to
stand out. Most contemporary construction creates an urban space that
lacks a point of reference, thus we can connect his view with Mircea Eliade’s
view that the secular is homogeneous, whereas the sacred is focal. For
Fuksas, the most important aspect of a church is the facade, that draws
congregants inside. Entering represents an act of faith. His views spring
from the modernist movement of the 20th century. As Le Corbusier
articulated, religious requirements should have little impact on the design;
special consideration should be given to stirring “the psychophysiology of
the feelings”

2. Architecture as sacred work 25
Mario Botta, a Swiss-Italian architects is one of the supporters of this idea.
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Botta is well known for the design of several churches in Europe. He
observes, as a lecture in Zurich, that buildings have the capacity of transmitting “values”, a connection that takes us beyond the technical aspects. He
defines the act of building as a sacred act because it transforms a condition
of nature into a condition of culture; the story of architecture being the story
of transformation. Laying the first stone on the ground implies a condition
that is not under human activity in a living pace. For Botta, a building is an
expression of human work, with its efforts, that create communicates
sentiments and aspirations, therefore belonging to the spiritual realm.
Durability is the key element in religious architecture, which implies an
artefact, that Botta regards as the physical connection between heaven and
earth. The building holds the sacred potential of a memorial for the
transforming force of human work.

The Sacred Architecture of the 20th and 21st century
Looking back at the history of church buildings, we can identify three
factors that shaped this typology: architecture, theology and historic
context, all three of them being directly connected. 26 Especially in Europe,
churches were a sign of orientation and the center of town life. In the case
of the city of Haarlem in the Netherlands, the church determines the
organization of the city center; its towers serving as points of reference.
Though, so many styles of church architecture, nowadays most people
regard the Gothic, Romanesque and Baroque styles as the archetypal
Christian buildings. In Europe, especially in central and northern parts 27,
most people have no denominational affiliation, especially Millennials who
find it difficult to distinguish between Catholic and Protestant beliefs. In the
1960s, sociologist Thomas Luckmann articulated “the invisible religion,” 28 a
follow-up to Le Corbusier ’s search of the unadorned spiritual. What
Luckamnn suggested is that the decline or apparent withering of religious
practice has an impact on architecture; he saw a shift from denominations
to diffuse forms of religion and private forms of “belief ”. The importance of
religion in society’s life is not only reflected in its buildings, but also in its
location. Very rarely in contemporary urban planning do church buildings
enjoy a prominent position in the city. When they do hold such a position, is
usually a symbolic one. 29 The Chapel of Reconciliation by Peter Sassenroth in
Berlin stands on a strip between former East and West Berlin, built on a
former church location. 30 If a church manages to build in an urban district,
usually it hosts multiple denominations, due to both an ecumenical practice
and an attempt to combine forces in a limited budget, in order to create a
strong symbol in the urban fabric. The contemporary Evangelical churches
and megachurches, especially in the USA, have no desire to have a central
physical location in a city, but rather be the heart of its society, thus
providing activities for everyday life.
In the mid-20th century, several new movements started that had a
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desire for spirituality. In Germany and other parts of Europe, after the
Second World War, church buildings became a symbol of new beginning, as
part of the population’s desire for new spiritual orientation. 31 The renewal
ideology was seen in the rejection of historical reconstruction of affected
churches. The religious structures became the most striking symbol of
historical continuity in a fractured urban landscape. Though behind the US,
when it comes to the function of the church, European churches after the
Second World War started to adopt the concept of functional architecture.
According to the argumentation of the day, the church is neither the built
manifestation of the Communion nor a place of worship, rather, inspired by
Jesus’s words: “ In my Father ’s house are many rooms,” 32 it should be a place
of gathering for the believers. With this concept, many churches abandoned
specific historic symbols, creating cultural centers, that could have been
used all week long, for a variety of purposes. This blurred boundary between
secular and sacred activities in a church building, especially in US
Evangelical churches and megachurches, resulted in neutral spaces that
exist just to serve a functional purpose.
Another movement during the first half of the 20th century aimed to
revitalize Catholic churches by infusing contemporary art and architecture.
It might be that this movement was a reaction to the 19th century Kuntsreligion movement, that seeked to make all art religious. Father Marie-Alain
Couturier, a prominent figure of this new movement and a French Dominican
friar known for being a designer of stained glass, concluded that the
contemporary people could not relate and connect to traditional church
art. 33 Historic art and architecture was not only lacking the power of
reaching out, but was also in a state of decay. Even though he was not
religious, Le Corbusier believed that “living art ” should overpower what he
saw as outdated and sentimental religious forms, forms that most people
identify as church typologies. His portfolio includes 3 built religious spaces
and one unbuilt one. With his Ronchamp church, Le Corbusier created
controversy and surprise. Even though the church that commissioned him
was aware he was against religion, they never foresaw such a result. The
architect admitted that he didn’t take into consideration the requirements of
religion 34, but instead he went beyond the physical shapes, into the
metaphysical real.
Most religions and cultures associate light with positive energy. Such is
the case of Christianity, where light receives spiritual qualities and is
identified with the power and feature of God, the Heavens, holiness and
spiritual purity. It should be clearly noted that the spiritual light is not the
same as visible light, but the latter is a reality on Earth, thus an imperfect
image of the divine light. 35 The holy Christian texts back this idea. For
example, after Moses talked to God on the mountain, at his return in the
Israeli camp, his face was radiating because he spent time with the
Almighty. In his book “Cosmos of Light ”, Henry Plummer argues that Le

Corbusier wanted to move away from this Christian light ideology, thus he
used light as an incantatory tool that becomes a universal language for all.
Dogma, as mentioned before, had no interest to Le Corbusier. Instead, his
fascination in creating sacred buildings came from his interest in the
“ineffable space”, created through voids that were reduced to bare and crude
forms that contained essence and nothing more. Plummer continues that Le
Corbusier succeeded in creating an ethos that blended physical poverty
with spiritual richness. 36 Le Corbusier ’s “divorce” from traditional architecture is evident in his projects, but manages to capture the essence of
spirituality in a directly felt numinous experience. Pleasing the human
senses presents no interest for him because he is more interested in
evoking a power that goes deeper than the senses, power that stimulates
the human psych. 37
Holding a similar belief as LeCorbusier, Constantin Brancusi, a pioneer
of modernism, didn’t resume his work at imitating Romanian folk art, but he
went further. He understood that the source of folklore forms comes from
primitive art and protohistory 38, a time when everything represented a
sacred manifestation. Both artist transcended the current reality to reach a
primordial state of the art. For Brancusi, “Architecture is inhabited
sculpture.” 39 In order to transcend this reality, one needs to disconnect from
worldly distractions and focus on introspection. The idea of disconnection
can be found in many religions, as well in Christian practices(e.g monastic
life). Even though it is widely promoted in Evangelical circles, the verse
found in Matthew 6:6 “But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and
when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy
Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly” 40 which contains
hints for the transcendence mood, those hints are not applied in their
church architecture. But with his strip windows in La Tourette Monastery, Le
Corbusier managed to veil those distractions, reinforcing the introspective.
In New Architecture 41, Le Corbusier stated that “ architectural emotion exists
when the work rings within us in tune with a universe whose laws we obey,
recognize and obey.” To sum up, Le Corbusier ’s intention was to make the
church experience a broader spiritual realm, an experience that was not
modified by certain dogmas but that was pure and unadorned. His use of
light was a way of bringing temporary interruption in the ordinary space and
time; this same idea is highlighted in Mircea Eliade’s work: the sacred
represents a break in reality.
But Le Corbusier wasn’t the only architect of the 20th century who
worked on sacred church architecture. Peter Zumthor in his Saint Benedict
Chapel developed a project that incorporated archaic forms and materials
with modern technology. 42 Same is the case with early 20th church
architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright. He based his church design on 3
principles: nature, environment and technology. 43 According to Terry
Patterson that ’s analyzing Wright ’s work 44, one must not only use traditional
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expensive buildings without too much consideration for the practical needs
of the congregants. The church is not a work of art, and as a sacred
building, the church doesn’t bear theological scrutiny. The Holy Scriptures of
Christianity hold no indication of what a church building should look like.
Some might look at the old design of the Jewish Temple, or at attributes of
God, but those should not be confused with commands on design.

sacred

Shifts in today’s Evangelical churches and megachurches
The desire of churches to engage the unchurched through more familiar
typologies is called architectural evangelism. It is a theory that claims that
churchly architecture is a barrier for the unchurched(a person that hasn’t
attended a religious establishment in the past 6 months except religious
holidays). Church growth practitioners, base their actions on sociological
tests. Because the church exterior is the “face” with which the unchurched
first interact. The unchurched are deeply infused in a secular society, the
theory claims, that the exterior shouldn’t have any resemblance to a church.
Followers of such theory believe that architecture should be a tool of
evangelism, thus any functional building, regardless of appearance, would
fit. Recent research points to a different result: a survey held by Bana
Research seems to show that millenials want spaces which offer respite
from a highly fragmented and frenetic world. It seems that nowadays people
seek for neutrality, comfort, contemporary and cleanness. Another research
conducted by LifeWay Research, found that unchurched Americans prefer a
medieval looking cathedral than a contemporary church building at a ratio
of 2-to-1. 48 The surprising results might show that people might desire to feel
a certain connection with the past. It can also be a sign that contemporary
churches are cold and void of emotions. One of the respondents of Lifeway’s
research argued that the old churches offer a feeling of intimacy that
transcends. The vice president of the research firm, Ed Stetzer, noted that
most cathedral looking churches are in decline even though unchurched
people prefer them. He observes that even though someone might have a
certain affinity for a certain typology, that won’t necessarily make them
attend it. The research found out that preference for more traditional looks is
directly proportional to the design appearance importance. The last thing
the research looked into was the “third place” gathering spots. Sociologist
define the home as a first place gathering, the workplace as a second lace,
and the place where one “hangs out ” as a third place. In recent years,
churches have started creating such third places in the form of cafes,
libraries or other organized activities. According to the findings of the
research, the unchurched prefer third places that are relaxing and casual. In
2007, one of the most influential churches in the USA, Willow Creek
Community Church in Illinois, published Reveal: Where are you? a research
conducted for 3 years on their and other 6 churches’ internal practice. In the
book, Bill Hybels, pastor of Willow Cree admits that the result are a wake up
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not necessarly religion

materials when building a church, but, try to take advantage of the new
technologies of the period he’s designing; in the same time he can adopt old
materials using new technologies.
One of Germany’s most prominent architects of the 20th century, Egon
Eiermann, believed that once in a lifetime every architect longs to design a
chair as well as a church. Though he might have included a church due to
its status as an unusual and rare task, another possibility is that he believed
as Henry Mattise that all art worthy of its name, is religious. The complexity
and seriousness of the project should overpass any other typology, because
whether one believes or not, the sanctuary being built is intended for a use
that connects our reality to a different one. Otto Bartning in Vom neuen
Kirchen (On new church architecture) asked: “Is the longing for sacred
buildings perhaps just the longing for architecture, an aesthetic avatism?
Will the new church also have a new congregation? Are we perhaps
nurturing the seed just for the sake of the skin or do we really want the skin
without the seed? And then, more unequivocally, only where a seed is
germinating will a skin form organically, only where there is an idea, will a
living form arise?” 45 Regardless of affiliation, the concept of sacred should
be made apparent through design, dimension and number, through
proportions, through extreme purity or extreme coarseness of a particular
material, so that is beyond all use and for its own sake. That does not imply
that one has to go to the extreme of building only expensive churches, or
that a church that is meeting in a house is not worthy of the name.
According to the missionary design theory, the unchurched people think that
it is hypocritical to spend too much on the building. When designing a
church building, the architect needs to find the balance between costs and
design. Above all, the balance should be between the subjective-psychic of
atmosphere and objective-physical component. As observed in Evangelical
circles, the first one shouldn’t be underestimated, and the second one not
overestimated.
A church building has an ambivalent role: it has to reflect the
congregation’s identity that uses it and in the same time the character of the
entity that is being worshiped. The architect should identify from the client
whether the identity of the congregation should be immediately recognized
from the outside as well as inside; whether the building should be more
representational or more functional; if it should be sublime or confortable. Is
it mandatory for people to find it beautiful, and how can solemnity be
present alongside joy?
If the views of the 20th century philosophers Rudolf Otto and Mircea
Eliade are to be taken into consideration, then sacred architecture should
emphasize the substantial (should be a revelation) over the functional. 46 For
Vitruvius as well, the place of worship was supposed to exhibit a certain
grace, regardless if a person saw it as holy or not. 47 This is not to be
confused with the extreme the Catholic church went to of building extremely
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Consideration of design
As mentioned before, the role of the building in Protestant and Evangelical
worship is simply for fulfillment of utilitarian needs. Even so, the buildings
should be design in a manner that emphasizes the mission of the church

The process of reaching the feeling of sacred
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call for them. Their focus was on creating a multi-million dollar organization
driven by programs and measuring participation that they though that will
help people grow and develop spiritually. But the results proved them
wrong. It seems that the things people cried out for were the ones with least
attention from the leaders. In other words, spiritual growth does not come
from elaborated programs but through spiritual practices of prayer, Scripture
reading and relationships, which don’t require multi-million dollar facilities
and hundreds of staff. 49 The results of the book are important when arguing
that churches should be a sacred space and not an extra expensive
entertainment one. It can be understood that a certain simplicity, feeling of
transcendence and disconnection can help people grow better spiritually
than any extravagant approach. In order not to make spiritually mature
believers not feel stalled in their walk, a church should provide programs for
non-believers, new believers and mature believers. With this in mind, and
with the findings of Willow Creek, it can be said that the aim of the church
shouldn’t be to please the unchurched through compromising its building
because that won’t necessarily create the results desired. Therefores seeker
churches (churches that try to attract as many people through entertainment and programs) and seeker-sensitive approaches have incorrectly
claimed that traditional church buildings will cast people away.
In his review of the book Reveal 50, Bradley Wright brings forth the book
American Piety: The Nature of Religious Commitment (Patterns of Religious
Commitment) by R. Stark and C. Glock that identify 8 dimensions of
“religiosity”. Those dimensions are: Experiential (feelings of having
communed with God, having received revelation or direct experience with
God), Devotional (private devotion, private prayer), Ritualistic (participation
in group worship services and other activities), Belief (the extent to which
the person believes in the theological beliefs of the group), Knowledge (the
extent to which the person knows the beliefs and doctrine of the group),
Consequential (how people’s lives--their attitudes and behaviors, are
changed by their religious involvement), Communal (one’s social integration
into the religious group, how many friends they have who are fellow
believers) and Particularism (the degree to which the person believes that
their faith is the true path to salvation). For this thesis, the most important
dimensions are the experiential and ritualistic ones. The desire of creating
sacred spaces is that those spaces would enhance the experiences of the
worshippers in order to make them transcend towards God. Also, creating a
space that resonates emotionally with the worshipper, will positively
influence the participant in congregational worship.
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that is word, sacrament and public worship. It should provide an intimate
relationship between the pastor and the congregants, so that the congregants don’t become spectators, but partakers of the service. Edward Sovik,
an architect in the Lutheran denomination said: “[...] the design should be
such that the congregation is caught in the matrix of the liturgy and cannot
easily think of themselves as merely an audience. This is the priesthood of
all believers.” 51 Having this guideline, the architect should work along with
the church when locating the elements needed in worship. The following are
guidelines to take into consideration when thinking of placing the elements
for worship.
Pulpit
The pulpit is a piece of furniture from where the pastor usually reads the
Scriptures and preaches the sermon. In recent years, the pulpit has lost its
importance in the design of contemporary churches, especially megachurches. At times it has been replaced by a stand of no design value, or by
a chair and a table. But the pulpit, especially historically, has had an
important symbolic value. It has given the sanctuary a focal point and sense
of orientation. When designing, it is important to give special consideration
to this element, and not be ashamed by it. The pulpit, if design properly, will
add to the feeling of sacred. To make it an important element, the clergy can
have a permanent Bible displayed (that will be used for Scripture reading)
and it can emphasize it by different lighting or adding a special canopy or
other devices. By correctly placing and emphasizing the pulpit, the right
importance can be given to the speaker and the message spoken.
Baptismal font
In Evangelical theology, the church has 2 ordinances: baptism and
communion. Baptism, plays a very important role in Evangelical worship, as
is the step one individual has to take in order to become part of the local
church. It consists of the person to fully be immersed in water. Though it
doesn’t happen on a weekly basis, when it does, the baptism should held an
important place in the service. The baptism of the person is not only a
personal act, but a congregational one as the church as a whole embraces
the new person. Therefore, the location should be central, where the whole
congregation can see the act of baptism. The baptismal font should be close
to the pulpit, or it should replace the pulpit for the time the act of baptism is
taking place.
Communion table
The second ordinance of the church is the Lord’s supper or communion. It is
the act when each member of the church partakes in the sharing of the
unleavened bread and grape juice (new wine). Depending on the church,
this can happen weekly, monthly, quarterly or when the pastor decides it ’s
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needed. As being one of the 2 ordinances, the communion should be
emphasized as an important and vital act. Therefore, the communion table
should be located in a central and visible location. Particular practices of
the church should be taken into consideration when deciding the location,
but it is advisable to be placed close to the pulpit, so that the pastor can
easily access it and administer it to the people. It should be thus placed in a
fashion that will prevent from clutters in the area around it, action that can
take away from the feeling of mystery and transcendence.
Choir
Once an element present in churches, now becoming less and less used, the
choir still plays an important part in many churches. The location of the
choir is an important one and it should be decided, by the architect, the
church committee and acoustic advisers. The role of the choir is dual: it
should aid the congregation in their singing and on the other hand sing
special songs. By no means should the choir become a more important part
than the congregation or the altar. It should not interrupt the connection
between the two. Even though they are a different group, they should still be
placed in a fashion that creates a symbiosis between the two. Even though,
in the past Evangelical churches, the choir has been placed behind the
pulpit or on its sides, on an elevated platform, that should be rethought. It
would be much more helpful if the choir is placed on the same level as the
congregation, so that the singing doesn’t become an element of entertainment but of worship.
Worship band
In recent year, the traditional approach to leading the music has changed.
From an organ and /or piano and a person leading the congregation in
singing, the contemporary church has now adopted the worship band as the
element that leads the congregation in worship. Very deep consideration
needs to be given to this element, the architect needs to work along with
the church committee and specialist for deciding its location. The past
models, have seen the worship band behind the pulpit,on stage. But that, as
in the case of the choir should not be the case. The role of a worship band
should be not to draw attention upon them, but to guide the congregation in
singing. It can be that because of the worship band, the space loses its
feeling of sacredness, not only because the spaced now resembles a
concert or space of entertainment, but because of the esthetics of all the
instruments and cables laying around. As in the case of the choir, the band
should be visible, but most probably be placed on the same level as the
congregation in close proximity to the choir. It should be a part of the
congregation and it shouldn’t disrupt the intimacy between the altar and the
congregation.

Cross
The cross became an important physical element in all Christian denominations. It holds a strong theological symbolism of release from sin. It is
important to pay careful consideration in the use of the cross. This symbol
should not become a cliche, and it should not be used if it ’s not needed. The
symbol of the cross can become an important part of the feeling of
sacredness of the space if it ’s not used purely as a decorative element.
Conclusion
The sacred, represents the manifestation of the divine/divinity. This can be
done in two ways, either through a physical hierophany or spiritual
experience. Accepting the Christian Protestant beliefs, the first one was
done before the birth and during the first years of Christianity (e.g. the
burning bush, the Holy of Holies in the Jewish Temple). The spiritual
manifestation happens inside the believer. The sacred is no longer a
physical manifestation, rather inner experienc, thus one can’t create the
sacred (e.g. where two or three believers are gatheres, there am I.) Though
the sacred can not be created by human hands, it can be a reflection of it.
Sacred architecture is not different than other types of architecture because
it is sacred in itself, but because it reflects the sacred. It contains specific
qualities that place it to the most complex position in the pyramid of
architetcture. One can say that is a recreation of the sacred with human
hands, trying to copy the perfect celestial model. The importance of it is that
it shows that the place where the believers gather is a celebration of the
God they worship.
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WHAT IS THE CHURCH?
“It must be a truly functional shape in the sense that the building
fulfils its historic mission to the age in which it lives and makes its
witness.”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

What is the church?
Protestant and Evangelical theology

Local to Universal

ekklessia: a gathering of citizens called out from their homes into
some public place, an assembly
The word church is an adopted term not found in the Biblical manuscripts. Instead, the Greek
word ekklesia is used. The word is not only used in the manuscripts to describe what is
translated as church but other public gatherings as well. The more appropriate translation of
ekklessia would be gathering or fellowship.
The following text is composed of extracts from Wayde Grudem’s Systematic Theologyan introduction to Biblical doctrine.

Analogies for the church:

In the New Testament there are different scales for which the term “church” is used:
1. House church- “greet the church that is in their house” Romans 16:5
2. all churches that are in a city refered as one church: “Unto the church of God which is at
Corinth” 1 Corinthians 1:2
3. all churches in a region refered as church: “the churches* throughout all Judea, Galilee,
and Samaria” Acts 9:31
*some later manuscripts read church

4. in the entire world as general concept: “just as Christ also loved the church” Ephesians 5:25
Church is composed from a group of people that come together each week to worship as
a church (congregation) and profess faith in Christ. Grudem identifies that the church is
invisible, yet visible.
The invisible church is the church as God sees it. It is seen from a spiritual perspective and
reality. This beliefe was strongly backed up by Martin Luther and John Calvin in their fight
agains lineage belief of the Roman Catholic Church( that the church is a visible perpetuation
from the first Pope, Peter). The reformers saw this lineage as just an empty shell. On the other
hand, the visible church is the church as Christians see it.

physical- seen

spiritual reality

unseen- nonmaterial

bride of
Christ

branches of
vine

olive tree

field of crop

a building

harvest

new temple

new group
of priests

God’s house

Purpose of the church:
1. Worship

fellowship of believers

family

2. Nurture

3. Evangelism and Mercy

Qualities of a true church
Martin Luther and John Calvin’s views:

Catholic views:

a congregation of saints in which the
Gospel is rightly taught

the true church descended from Peter in
a visible church

a place where the right administration
of the sacraments (baptism and Lord’s
supper) happens; salvation not through
deeds or merit

saving grace comes through the
sacrements (have merit in salvation) |
payment for salvation
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pillar and bulkark of
truth

body of Christ
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ear, eyes

Forms of church government- protestant vs. evangelical

1. episcopalian

3. congregational

distinct category of officers- final authority for decision-making
is outside local church

the final governing authority rests in the local
congregation

Archbishop

a. pastoral

Bishop

Bishop

b. plural local elder gov’t

E E E E E E*

Pastor

E- elder E*-pastor

Rector

Rector

Rector

Rector

Deacons board

Congregation

Congregation

Congregation

Congregation

Congregation

2. presbyterian

c. corporate board

government by elders who have authority not only over local
church but through presbytery and general assembly over all
churches in a region and world

Presbytery
Elder

Elder

d. pure democracy

Pastor

Presbytery
Elder

Means of Grace as described by Wayde Grudem are any activity within the
fellowship of the church that God uses to give more grace to Christians .

Congregation

Church board

General assembly

Separation of Government and Church

Means of Grace

Congregation

Congregation

Protestant/Evangelical
1. Teaching of the Word
2. Baptism
3. The Lord’s supper
4. Prayer of one another
5. Worship
6. Discipline
7. Giving
8. Spiritual gifts
9. Fellowship
10. Evangelism
11. Ministry

Catholic
1. Baptism
2. Confirmation
3. Eucharist
4. Penance
5. Extreme unction
(oil anointing)
6. Holy orders
7. Matrimony

Evangelical churches believe that church has no authority over Government and
state and vice versa.
Separation of church and state is one of the primary theological distinctions
of the Baptist tradition. Baptists supported separation of church and state in
England and America. Some important Baptist figures in the struggle were John
Smyth, Thomas Helwys, Edward Wightman, Leonard Busher, Roger Williams, John
Clarke, Isaac Backus, and John Leland. In 1612 John Smyth wrote, “the magistrate
is not by virtue of his office to meddle with religion, or matters of conscience”.
That same year, Thomas Helwys wrote that the King of England could “command
what of man he will, and we are to obey it,” but, concerning the church — “with
this Kingdom, our lord the King hath nothing to do.” In 1614, Leonard Busher
wrote what is believed to be the earliest Baptist treatise dealing exclusively with
the subject of religious liberty. Baptist in Holland and Rhode Island were offered
position of state church but refused on faith grounds.
“Render therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s;
and unto God the things that are God’s.”
Matthew 22:21

Elder
e. no government- mystical

Congregation

Congregation

Congregation

Congregation

Congregation

dotted line- congregation votes superior

majority of Evangelical churches will mostly adher to type A congregational
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From meetinghouse to megachurch
a timeline of American Evangelical church evolution

A summary of Anne C. Loveland and Otis B. Wheeler’s book “From Meetinghouse to Megachurch”. Each stage
represents a chapter in the book and identifies characteristiques or details on the provided church movement.

1. The Meetinghouse

2. Building for Revivalism

›› 16th & 17th century
›› extremley simple and plain
›› early one might not have had a pulpit but only a raised platform

››
››
››
››

››
››
››
››

adopted new strategies, earlies being tent meeting
rustic, but simple and utilitarian
pulpit as focus
antebelum period, revivalists used secular buildings for meetings by renting
them (limited finances might have led them to this)
›› like 17th century Puritans, they did not regard worship space as a sacred
area, any suitable setting would serve

›› early 18th century, revivalists abandoned the emphasis on reaosn and
started addressing emotions, in so doing, they adopted the methods
of the theatre
›› against putting the funds of church into expensive edifices
›› appeal to the unchurched on their own ground
›› (competeng with entertainment possibilities)
›› adapting theatres and other structures to church use

changed after 17th century
abandoned plain style
adopted elegance and style, classical details
influenced by Anglican church
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3. The auditorium church

›› early 19th to 20th century, Robert Mills of South Carolina was the originator
›› popular among evangelical denominations
›› important innovation that contributed to the
development of megachurches
›› introduction of banked, curved seating

›› some reacted to the utilitarian approach
›› The Convention of Ministries and Delegates of the Congregational Church
in the United States (1852) proposed that churches should have a
“churchly appearance” thus adding a spire, tower or steeple
›› they desired beauty and impressiveness
›› “A Book of Plans for Churches and Parsonages” by Congregationalists that
gave advice on how to build a church.
›› attained to the idea that Gothic style is the one most appropriate for a
church building
›› the auditorium churches adopted Classical and Romanesque as well as
Gothic styles

››
››
››
››

some preachers wanted circular seating (Finney in Broadway Tabernacle)
large platform, orchestra, choir, organ that replaced the traditional pulpit
enabled the congregation to hear and feel much closer to the speaker
emphasis on good acoustics due to the growing interest in music as
element of worship
›› organs become signs of good taste and wealth
›› in Baptist churches, the baptistry becomes another prominent feature
›› introduction of features to satisfy comfort and convenience
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4. Building for mass evangelism

5. The Gathered Church

›› late 19th century, new movements opposing mainline denominations broke
away because in their views “the wealth and fashion gather, and the poor
have not the gospel preached to them”
›› opposition to “wordliness”, separation from “wordly comforts and pleasure”
›› buildings notable for economy, simplicity and utility
›› buildings that are “ simple but confortable, attrctive but not etravagant,
inviting for people of all classes”
›› large tabernacles: Moody’s tabernacle in Chicago- 8000 chairs
›› Pittsburg Tabernacle- 15000 seats
›› largest secular building converted was Pennylvania Railroad Freight Depot
for 10000 people
›› some looked like huge warehouses
›› no regard towards the source or association of their architectural features
›› tabernacles looked similar to auditorium churches but much larger
›› acoustic sounding boards like in meeting houses were reintroduces in
some cases to ensure good acoustics
›› minimal decorations, due to dislike of them or financial constraints
›› usually the only ornamentation would be a white banner with a motto
›› music was an important part of the sevice
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›› later they moved from tabernacles to permanent buildings that incorporate
both the tabernacle and auditorium church
›› much more elegant and confortable
›› they imitated secular styles of architecture
›› looked for building the largrest auditoriums possible
›› abandoned traditional way of identifying (e.g. steepel), they relied like
secular enterprises on signage to advertise: roof electric signagem sign on
a post, name on a radio antennae
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6. Building for church growth

›› after World War II, a movement for “excelence in church architecture and
allied arts” arise
›› promoters sustained the idea of “general mediocrity” in church 		
architecture of the past 100 years, rebuking the auditorium church and the
puerile copy of Gothic style
›› didn’t want to imitate traditional, but a modern recognizable Protestant
architecture for the needs of the time
›› the “gathered church” would be a structure that facilitates the intimate
spiritual fellowship
›› proposal to eliminate separation between chancel and nave and theatre
like arrangement because separate the clergy and choir from the
worshipers, ecouraging for one to become performer and the other a
spectator
›› recommended smaller spaces and different shapes
›› they recomanded congregsations not larger than 250 for participatory
worship
›› the choir distracted the worshipper from the preacher , thus it was advised
to place it with the congregation
›› the building represented a “witness to those outside the Church”

WHAT IS THE CHURCH?

›› megachurches emerged as popular types in 1970s and gravitated around
nondenominational congregations
›› increase in the willingness to provide financial support for construction
projects
›› ministers of churches like First Baptist in Hammond, Indiana and Thomas
Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, VA argued that the large church offered
the best strategy for reaching multitudes
›› blamed small churches for their unwillingness or incapability to mass
evangelism
›› Billy Graham used spaces like New York’s Madison Square Garden with
18500 capacity
›› most usualy was to build same size as or rent civic auditoriums
›› the movement was influenced by the church growth strategy, “ traditional
church” was outdated, promoted the “innovative” church
›› targeted the baby boomers
›› they used shopping mall analogy to explain how attenders choose what
church to attend: major malls with plenty services are more attractive than
little shopping center
›› consumerism rather than denominational loyalty motivated the choice of
church
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7. The Megachurch

8. The “full service” church

›› the diverse styles in megachurches was much greater than anticipated, as
not all became “seeker churches” (a church that tries to have non-religious
people through state-of-the-art technology, emotional experiences; are
very entrepreneurial)
›› some megachurches were plain, utilitarian, other had more elaborated
architecture ; from austere to highly ornated; some featured “churchlike”
detail, while other didn’t
›› all evangelicals agreed that the building was not a sacred place
›› some say the building only as a tool while others as facility to honor God;
some argued that “ a cheap church makes God look cheap”
›› some seized the population shift, and moved in the suburbs, some
reimaned in the city becoming regional churches
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›› full service was the strategy experts prescribed for the increase of church
attendance and vitality
›› multiple services (some diverse in style) so more people are reached
›› ministries provided support groups, classes for divorced or live
development, retreats, brunch etc
›› promoted diversity in activities
›› adapted to “mall mentality” consumerism of “one-stop” shopping
›› not only religious programs but therapeutic, educational, recreaional,
social, community service
›› creation of library, bookstore, cafe
›› sought to make the church “the center of life for the whole family”
›› some created concert series, pageants celebrating secular or religious
holidays
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9. The Worship Center

››
››
››
››

the lobby or atrium begin playing an important role
as it prepares the visitor before entering the worship center
encouraged fellowship before and after service
the style and decor vary as much as the exteriors from bare to stained
glass
›› some resembled corporate style lobbies

Photos:
1. Meetinghouse
a. Cane Ridge Meetinghouse
b. Sandown Meetinghouse
2. Revivalism
a. Union Tabernacle
b. Chatnam Theatre
3. The auditorium church
a. Sansom Street Baptist Church
b. Broadway Tabernacle
c. Lovely Lane Methodis Church
4. Building for mass evangelism
a. Moody Tabernacle
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b. Moody Memorial Church
5. The gathered church
a. North Christian Church
6. Building for church growth
a. Garden grove Community Church
7. The Megachurch
a. Prestonwood Baptist Church
8. The “full service” church
a. Woodlands Church bookstore
9. The Worship Center
a. Southeast Christian Church lobby

MEGACHURCH CULTURE
“...most Protestant churches being built in America today require much
more square-footage for education than for worship, fellowship or
administration. That means that the architectural expression of the
educational facitilites will and should influence the form and character
of the whole building”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

Megachurches in New England

Percentage in attendance for over 500

300000 Protestant churches in the USA

Increase in attendance (campus=location)

80

1500-1799

26%

%
single campus
multiple campuses

70
60

1000-1499

57%
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Increase in number of megachurches

Religious affiliation New England

When was the church established
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0

5

years

Emphasis of the church

2000

13%

1500
traditional congregation

14%

20%

<1964

small groups
the church splits into smaller sizes with the
purpose of stronger community connection;
split by age or theme of the group

1000
6%
5%

40%

500

Nothing in particular
Unaffiliated (atheist/agnostic)
Non-Christian

Catholic
Mainline Protestant

Other Christian

Evangelical Protestant

1970
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mid 1990s

present

>1964

0
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Denomination affiliation importance of large churches

Denomination affiliation importance of large churches

Number of services

Children’s church occurance

*no= not/ not that important

Somewhat or very important
Not or not that important
simultaneous with
main service

Engagement of young adults as priority

80% no
1500-1799 people

importance of having a
full-time staff for young adults

single

multiple

Emphasis of religious practices

Always or often use of :

organ 20%

choir 41%

yes

image magnificaiton
projection 51%

no

yes, 70% churches

communion 56%

top priority for 60%
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different from
main service

video during
worship 65%

Youth activities given
strong emphasis

100

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

0

0
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60% no
500-999 people

worship described in robust terms

5 types of megachurches

reverent

innovative

joyful

though-provoking

one building
one service

nurturing faith

one building
multiple services

inspirational

sense of God
one building- extra campus
service services each

main building- multiple services
other campuses- one service
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main building- multiple services
other campuses- multiple services
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Characteristics of Megachurch Streams

table as found in “Beyond Megachurch Myths” by S. Thumma & D. Travis, pp. 32-35
streams identifies and named by authors and not churches

Old Line/ Program-Based
Percentage of megachurches
30%
Predominant location
Downtown/tall steeple/
”overgrown country church”
Consistency
Usually the most monocultural of all types.
Predominantly Anglo, or African American
Worship style
Most traditional; more likely to use formal,
liturgical, high church worship; worship
caracterized most ofen as “reverent”;
worship leaders are called “ Ministers of
Music”; more communion than any other
stream

Seeker

Charismatic/ Pastor-Focused

New Wave/ Re-Envisioned

Seeker

Charismatic/ Pastor-Focused

New Wave/ Re-Envisioned

Reaching those that are seeking God;
making church a place that can reach the
unchurched

Getting persons in to experience the
worship of God through the anointing on
the pastor and worship leader; reaching
out to the community through empowered
worship

Proclaiming Jesus to their targeted constituency; influencing and reaching culture in
creative ways

30%

25%

15%

Suburbs

Older and newer suburbs.
Some urban

Older and newer suburbs with a few urban
areas where young people are moving in.
Most likely to have multiple sites

Mostly Anglo, baby boomer target, at least
originally, and now spreading to younger
generations

All races and ages, and the most multiracial;
multicultural stream in the movement

Mostly Anglo with Asians and black mixes;
predominantly very young and young adult
families; second-most racial

Denominational ties
Strongest of all the streams; most likely to
carry denominational label in name

Most are tied to a denimination, but hide
the fact and do not have it in their name

Weakest in formal sense, but these churches
tend to start their own daughter church
networks

More independent than denominational, but
not overly tied to the denomination

Contemporary; led by “Worship Pastors”
and Praise team; informal, simple format
that rarely changes from week to week;
most likely to use drama; designed for
those outside the church; communion is
seldom, given at weekend

Exuberant; designed to energize believers;
longest sermons; more focus on response
from the hearers and prayer times than
any other stream; led by worship leader
and teams that differ in size; may also have
a choir

Explicitly Christian; most likely to be driven
from the large video screens; more reflective, and more calls for public commitments
than the Seeker; more direct preaching style
and direct confrontation of the hot topics
of the day

ArchitecAmerican classic church architecture;
worship spaces that are more plush; more
pews than any other stream

More open atrium, glass, and soaring
spaces; little religious imagery when
compared to other streams

Larger atriums than the other streams

Smaller buildings, although that may be
a reflection of life cycle; those that own
property are eyeing large tracts of land

“We are different” “ A place for those that
hate church”; most likely to have photos of
families enjoying the ministries

Focused on the pastor, the family and the
excitement of the church

Focused on young adults and their families;
most focused on the current month’s teaching series and how it connects to daily life

Very focused on reaching those seeking
God and helping others “find their way
back to God”

Focused on reaching all that need the
healing tough of God; deliberately target
those under difficult
circumstances

Focused on everyone in the community; not
afraid to be somewhat constroversial

The site is focused on introducing outsiders to the church; focused on the basics of
the ministry at that church

Focused on the powerful worship experience, the pastor’s messages, and what the
pastor is doing in the area

Most extensive Websites that often have
special sections for members; broadcast pf
services via Web or podcasr

Least common of all types as far as
broadcast TV; occasional ads via TV; will
broadcast via Internet

Proclamation focused on pastors preaching;
rapidly growing Internet broadcasts; also
most likely to appear on “chat shows”
designed for Christian audience

Rarely use broadcasts of worship services
but will engage in radio and cable TV
advertising

Music used in worship
Use organ and choir more often than the
other streams; can have some contemporary services as well

Upbeat music similar to Top 40 pop music;
most likely of all streams to use actual
tunes and songs from the popular culture

Heavily God and Spirit focused contemporary; praise sung with fervor with arms
outstretched to God

Mix of music and various formats; similar
music ensembles with a mix of music, but
usually led by electric guitar

Role of senior pastor
Administrator/ leader/
pastor

Chief evangelist/
preacher-teacher/leader

Bishop/ preacher/ leader/
decision maker

Leader/ teaching team
leader/ team leader

Education of senior pastor
Almost always master’slevel graduate of accredited seminary

Most actually have master’s level degrees
from a seminary

Usually less formal education than the other
streams

Least traditional in pastoral education

Small groups that usually meet in homes

Some cell and small groups but not big
emphasis

Small groups that vary in composition and
style

Christian education/methodologies
Sunday school/ Sunday based classes
predominate

Old Line/ Program-Based
What matters the
Maintaining the witness in the present
location; an evolutionary approach to
change; stewards for the next generation
of worshippers in this place

Advertising
Programs for all ages; a picture of their
buildings; focused more on the long-term
history
Outreach
More about current members than future
members, but still trying to reach out
Web use
More minimal than the other streams;
more like a brochure
Television/ radio
Most likely to feature broadcast of worship
service or preaching
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Case study 1

Case study 2

North Point Community Church, Georgia

Watermark Community Church, Texas

one location- 12000 weekly attendance

one church 3 locations- 11000 weekly attendance

Sunday
Adults: Service
9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., and 4:30 p.m.
(Services typically last one hour.)
Preschool: Waumba Land (6 Weeks–Pre-K)
9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., and 4:30 p.m.
Kids: UpStreet(Grades K–5th)
9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., and 4:30 p.m.
Students: Transit (Grades 6th–8th)
9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., and 4:30 p.m.
Students: InsideOut (Grades 9th–12th)
4:30 p.m.
Deaf & Hard of Hearing Ministry:
Sign language services are provided at the 11:00 a.m.
service in the West Auditorium
NP/Nights
Men’s groups: Friday 9am & Online Wednesday 7pm
Woman’s groups: Monday 7pm & Thursday 7pm
Mixed groups: Tuesday 7pm, Thursday 7.30pm & Sunday 4.30 & 5.30

Sunday:

Plato Campus
110,000 SF

Fort Worth Campus

-Dallas Main : 9.15, 11.15 & 5pm
-Fort Worth campus: 9.15 & 11.15
-Plano Campus: 9.15 & 11.15
Dallas and Plano Campuses are open to public Monday-Friday 6am-10pm
At least 3 or 4 classes (small groups) take place Mon-Sat at Dallas Campus

1000 auditorium

Under renovation

Floorplan

Floorplan

Plano Campus:
Tuesday- 1 small group
Wednesday- 3 small groups evening, 1 morning
Thursday- 1 small group morning, 2 evening
Fort Worth
Monday- 1 evening event
Wednesday: 1 morning & 1 evening
Thursday: 4 evening events
Other events, gatherings and small groups happen
throughout the campuses or off-campus.

Spiritual and recreational activities happening almost every other day.
Auditorium 1- 2700 Auditorium 2- 2100
Architects: Bradfield Richards Rhodes & Associates 2001

The Porch - Tuesday weekly event for young adults weekly attendance 3000-4000

Dallas Campus
235,000 SF
OMNIPLAN Architects 2011

Chapel

Auditorium

Christmas
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Open lobby

Auditorium
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ANALYSIS OF THE SACRED
“ An almost overwhelming temptation for all of us, but especially for
the architect is the desire to design for emotional effect, art for art’s
sake, at the expense of liturgical usefulness and significance”
E.S. Frey,
Public Worship and its architectural expression

Chartres Cathedral, France, 1220

Carr Chapel, Illinois, Mies van der Rohe, 1952

Santa Croce Church, Italy, F. Brunelleschi, 1442

Korean Presbyterian Church, NY, Greg Lynn, 1999

Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels, CA, Rafael Moneo, 2002

St Benedictusberg Abby, Netherlands,Hans van Der Lann, 1922

Notre-Dame-du-Haut Chapel, France, Le Corbusier, 1954

St Peter’s Church, Denmark

St Peter’s Church, Vatican, D. Bramante, 1626

Maletestiano Temple, Italy, L. Battista Alberti, 1468

S. Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, Italy, F. Borromini, 1646

First Baptist Church, Indiana, Harry Wesse, 1965

QUALITIES IN SACRED ARCHITECTURE
PROPORTIONS | MATERIALS | LIGHTING | VISUAL FOCUS
BUILDING TECHNOLOGY | ENVIRONMENT
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Circulation

Altar
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Seating

Choir
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Side chapel(s)

Natural light

in Protestant and Evangelical churches the Sunday school rooms will
be the equivalent of chapels
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Section

Visible trusses pattern
Chartres Cathedral

Korean Presbyterian Church

Santa Croce Church

Carr Chapel

Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels

Notre-Dame-du-Haut Chapel

St Benedictusberg Abby

St Peter’s Church

Maletestiano Temple

St Peter’s Church

First Baptist Church
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Baptist architectural precedents
exterior & interior | small & large
*architects for those are unknown or not found

The exterior of baptist churches (and evangelical in general) is very diverse and have no
common features. The older congregations resemble more to church buildings, whereas
the new ones either rent in a secular place or the buildings they have are converted or
new structures that are not indended to look like a church.

The diverse typologies of building exteriors reflec the beliefe that a church is not a
building but a group of people, therefore most congregations don’t have an interest in
appearance. The old structures have an inherited qualitygiven by the attention to
details, shapes, ornamentation and materials.

Eglise Baptiste, Paris, France

Faith Baptist Church, Enfield, CT

Chelsea Comm. Baptist Church, London, UK

Libanus Baptist Church, Llanfairfechan, Wales

Rheinland Baptist Church, Germany

Sinaia Baptist, Romania (renting in orphanage)

Second Baptist Church, Houston TX

First International Baptist, Copenhagen, DK (renting)

Biserica Baptista Ploiesti, Ro

Hohenfels Baptist Church, Germany

Lighthouse Baptist, Amsterdam (renting in school)

First Baptist Church, Jacksonville FL
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Even though in design appearance, the interiors of evangelical churches is so diverse in
styles, all of them have a common demeanor: a central focus. Wether the seating plan is
rectangular-linear or auditorium-rounded, the pulpit with the altar (stage) is always the
central point in those spaces. Some of the historic churches are fully preserved while
others maintain only certain features. The first design aspect to go in a historic building

is the seating, like in the case of Chelsea Community Baptist Church or Libanus Baptist
Church. Functionality is favored to aesthetics, thus design is not the main driver in
building the sanctuary. Rarely the budget, but in most cases the desire not too look too
unfamiliar to outsiders, diminished the church typology to mere utilitarian interventions.

Eglise Baptiste, Paris, France

Chelsea Comm. Baptist Church, London, UK

Libanus Baptist Church, Llanfairfechan, Wales

Rheinland Baptist Church, Germany

Sinaia Baptist Church, Romania (renting in orphanage)

Second Baptist Church, Houston TX

Rome Baptist Church, Italy

First International Baptist, Copenhagen DK

BeOne Int’l Baptist Church, Vienna Austria

Hohenfels Baptist Church, Germany

Lighthouse Baptist Church, Netherlands (renting in school)

First Baptist Church, Jacksonville FL
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A study of domes, arches and vaults
in search for sacred shapes
Domes have been used for religious building from Antiquity. From Renaissance
to the 18th century, domes were almost exclusively used in sacred architecture.
In the language of ecclesiastical architecture, the dome signifies the heavens,
the church building acting as a microcosmos of the universe. This is one of the
reasons that paintings of constellations, angels, sains and persons of the Trinity
can be found on them.

Even though the domes and arches have been used in religious architecture due to
engineering and construction needs, the shape can easily be translated into symbolic
language. It might be that the labor intensive process of building a dome was seen by
the people of the past as worthy of only a divine being.

Hemi-domes are portions of
domes usually used in side
chapels butted agains the wall.

Tempietto is the first
Renaissance building to match
ancient standards.

Haggia Sophia is built using
pendantives. The dome lands on
arches only at the keystone.

Pantheon’s dome in Rome serves as an example for all the domes
built after Antiquity.

Five domes can be found in Byzantine churches; one large
central with four surrounding smaller ones.

For different reasons, some
churchs adopt domes of similar
sizes instead of a large one
surrounded by smaller. The case
for St. Mark’s Basilica in Venice
which adopted Byzantine domes.

The holliest site of the Catholic Church, the St. Peter’s Basilica has
the tallest masonry dome. It is surrounded by smaller domes.

In pendative structures,
enclosure and support is given
by a pendative, a device shapen
like a triangular segment of the
dome.
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Oblong domesțs arch is based
on a parabola or ellipse. It offers
a more vertical interior. Most
common in Middle East.
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EXISTING SITE
“The feeling of spiritual intimacy need not be lost, however, just
because the building is large in size.”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

the site can be any building that can
accomodate the required number of people
and that is not in use when required
“Jesus said to her, Woman, believe me, the hour comes, when you shall neither in this
mountain, nor yet at Jerusalem, worship the Father. [...] But the hour comes, and now is,
when the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth:” John 4:21,23

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
I Amendment - Constitution of United States of America 1789 (rev. 1992)

Excerpt from “State/Church FAQ” on Freedom from Religion foundation:
“Unfortunately, two decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court provide for the use of
public school buildings by churches, religious and political groups on a
viewpoint-neutral basis, if the public school districts are already renting their
facilities after hours to other community groups. [...] The Supreme Court has
found that it is constitutional for a school district to allow religious groups to use
school property for meetings during non-instructional hours if the school
district’s policy allows other community groups to use its facilities. Both
decisions involved rental of public schools by religious groups”
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The First Amendment of the Unite States of America grants freedom of
gathering to any type of group be it religious or non-religious. According to the
Constitution one entity can not rent only to specific groups according to
viewpoint, thus any body that rents its spaces should allow a church to rent. With
that in mind, a church can rent Government owned buildings like schools or
colleges if the institutions have spaces that are given to rent.
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Scale of church buildings vs. chosen site

500 seats
auditorium
250 seats
auditorium

1150 seats
auditorium
Life Church
one of the l
ocations

CCRI Campus

80 seats
auditorium

4000 seats auditorium
Watermark Community Church, TX
(larges location)

20 seats or less
house church
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16000 seats auditorium
Lakewood Church, TX
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CCRI Knight campus

Campus proposals
Before Perkins & Will Partnership and the other partners brought up their concept, the
proposed campus was a more traditional one(left image). It required several buildings,
dispersed throughout the donated estate. The concept that won though, was a totally
concentrated, one building campus that sheltered all departments.

The structure was built between 1968-1972 on a donated rolling hillside site in Warwick, RI.
The six story building was intended from the beginning to be a “megastructure”, a new
type of college campus. The intent was to bring all the departments of Rhode Island Junior
College under one roof rather than disperse them as in traditional campuses, where
people from different departments never meet.

centrality in state
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entrance (1)

skylight (2)

ramp to 1st floor (3)

lateral corridor with outside view (6)

1
6

4
2
5

ramps to 1st & 3rd floor (3)

atrium from top 4th floor (4)

ramp & atrium (3)

office corridor (5)
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new intervention construction (7)

8

7
3

inner corridor (8)
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Section 304 Business Group B- existing

Section 303 Assembly Group A- proposed intervention

304.1 Business Group B.

303.1 Assembly Group A

Business Group B occupancy includes, among others, the use of a building or structure, or a
portion thereof, for office, professional or service-type transactions, including storage of
records and accounts. Business occupancies shall include, but not be limited to, the
following:

Assembly Group A occupancy includes, among others, the use of a building or structure, or a
portion thereof, for the gathering of persons for purposes such as civic, social or religious
functions; recreation, food or drink consumption or awaiting transportation.

Airport traffic control towers
Ambulatory care facilities
Animal hospitals, kennels and pounds
Banks
Barber and beauty shops
Car wash
Civic administration
Clinic, outpatient
Dry cleaning and laundries: pick-up and delivery stations
and self-service

Educational occupancies for students above 12th grade
Electronic data processing
Laboratories: testing and research
Motor vehicle showrooms
Post offices
Print shops
Professional services (architects, attorneys, dentists,
physicians, engineers, etc.)
Radio and television stations
Telephone exchanges
Training and skill development not within a school or academic program

303.1.4 Accessory to Places of Religious Worship
Accessory religious educational rooms and religious auditoriums with
occupant loads of less than 100 are not considered separate occupancies.
303.4 Assembly Group A-3
Assembly uses intended for worship, recreation or amusement and other assembly uses not
classified elsewhere in Group A including, but not limited to:
Amusement arcades
Art galleries
Bowling alleys
Community halls
Courtrooms
Dance halls (not including food or drink consumption)
Exhibition halls
Funeral parlors
Gymnasiums (without spectator seating)
Indoor swimming pools (without spectator seating)
Indoor tennis courts (without spectator seating)
Lecture halls
Libraries
Museums

Places of religious worship
Pool and billiard parlors
Waiting areas in transportation terminals

305.2.1 Within Places of Religious Worship
Rooms and spaces within places of religious worship providing such day care during
religious functions shall be classified as part of the primary occupancy.
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Site analysis

interiority

hide/ reveal
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Current capacity, use & expected church use
Monday
Morning

Noon/Afternoon

Tuesday
Monday
Evening

max. 5697

Morning
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Noon/Afternoon

Wednesday
Tuesday
Evening
Evening

Morning
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Noon/Afternoon

Thursday
Wednesday
Evening
Evening

Morning
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Noon/Afternoon

Friday
Thursday
Evening
Evening

Morning
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Noon/Afternoon

Saturday
Friday
Evening
Evening

Morning
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Noon/Afternoon

Sunday
Saturday
Evening
Evening

MorningMorning

Noon/Afternoon
Noon/Afternoon

max. 5697

1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

church

church

campus exact

campus exact

campus
approximative

campus
approximative
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Young
adults

Young
adults
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Sunday
EveningEvening

Morning

Noon/Afternoon

Evening

Precedents by the CCRI Kinght Campus architects

Brutalism as movement
Brutalism originates from the modernist movement of the 20th centruy. It comes from the french word “brut” which
means “raw” because of its use of “beton brut” or raw concrete. The movement was very succesful with governmental buildings but more important, educational especially Universities. Even when they are of small scale, those
buildings give a massive feeling, fortress-like structure with exposed concrete.

the CCRI Knight Campus had 3 architecture
firms designing it: Perkins & Will Partnership,
Harkness & Geddes and Robinson Green
Beretta. The projects on the left depict some of
their projects that were build around the time
the site of this project was built.

Clockwise from top left:
Unite d’Habitation, Le Corbusier, 1952

Cathedral Church of St. Paul, Truex,Cullins & Partners, 1973

Colby College Dorms, Ben Thompson, 1966

Rhode Island Medium Security Adult Correctional
Institution Cranston, Rhode Island,
		Robinson Green Beretta
Classical High School Providence, Rhode Island
		Harkness & Geddes
First Bank of Chicago, Chicago Illinois
		Perkins & Will Partnership
Institute of Mental Health, Adolph Meyer
Building Cranston, Rhode Island
		Robinson Green Beretta
Garrahy Judicial Complex Providence, RI
		Robinson Green Beretta

La Tourette Monastery, Le Corbusier, 1960

Boston City Hall, Kallmann McKinnell & Knowles, 1968
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PROGRAM
“Christian worship expresses the action of the living risen Christ in the
midst of His people, His giving Himself to them in word and sacrament
and the believers’ renewal in Him through the fellowship of the Church
which is His body”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

Client’s buildings evolution
1975

1984- 10th anniversary(future building)

1976-1980

1984- 10th anniversary(future building)

1976-1980

1988-2003

The program for CCRI Knight Campus, is intended to serve both the local
and regional communities of Warwick and Rhode Island through the partial
conversion of the building into a religious space. By adding certain
architectural features, the project is intended to infuse the secular space
with certain qualities that could be considered sacred. The project aims to
look into modernizing the experience found in a historic church; how own
can create a church look without feeling church like and explore the
possibility of a pop-up church and permanance in temporary.
The client for this thesis is Ocean State Baptist Church in Smithfiels, RI.
Their current building has an auditorium capacity of 1200 seats. The client is
looking at expanding through creating an adjacent church, an expansion to
their growing community. Having people attending from Connecticut,
Massachusets and all corners of Rhode Island, the location needs to be
easily accessed from highways or public means of transport.

1988-2003

1980-1984

2003-present

1980-1984

2003-present
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Client’s weekly use of the building
Upper level

Main level

Monday

Tuesday

Lower level

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday 10am

Sunday 11am

Upper level

Main level

Lower level

Weekly usage (full capacity)

Weekly usage (partial capacity)
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Sunday 6pm

Surface required for different activities
as imposed by building code

Massachusetts
44

Woonsocket
28

Cumberland
23

Sunday school (usualy small groups up to 40 or 50)

Burrillville
13

•nursery(0-6 months): 30 sq ft/p - requires drop-off, storage , changing area, toy storage
•small children(6mo- 3 yr): 30 sq ft/p - changing area,
child-size toilet, storage,
proper
lighting, ventilation
•children(4-11 yo) 25sq ft/p - like classrooms | display, storage, access to toilets, surface for
crafts
•youth(junior high-college) 20 sq ft/p - casual style, soft furniture
•adults: 12-15 sq ft/p - furnishing depends on style

Lincoln
19
Smithfield +N.S
65

Glocester
7

Pawtucket
18

Greenville
22
N Providence
47
Connecticut
3

N. Scituate
9

•worship center 8-10 sqf/p seating + 2 sqf/p circulation

E. Providence
2

Sunday evening gathering (if held)
•same as Sunday worship/ usually a smaller crowd

Weekday evening (several small groups <50)

Cranston
24

•same as sunday school
Warren
1

Choir
Worship band/ orchestra
•most contemporary churches have a band with around 10 people

Coventry
11

Administrative
•reception area 25 sqf/p
•individual office 150-300 sqf depending on function

W. Greenwich
1

Reception 20p: 500sqf
6 offices: app. 1200sqf

Program spaces interdependence

Charlestown
1

the numbers represent the nukber of entries in
directory- it can represent one person or a whole family
(does no include visitors)
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no relationship

places of commute of attenders

entry
welcome center
community space
cafe+ kitchen
sanctuary
nursaries
large classrooms
small classrooms
choir rehersal
baptistry

Jamestown
1

indirect relationship

Kingstown
4

direct relationship

entry
welcome center
community space
cafe+ kitchen
sanctuary
nursaries
large classrooms
small classrooms
choir rehersal
baptistry

Exter
1

auxiliary classes

Sunday auditorium
Morning 1700p: 17000sqf +
(possibility of extra 300)
Evening 800p: 8000sqf

•usually 10% of auditorium’s capacity

Warwick+ W. W
25

pop-up sanctuary

Sunday School & Weekday
2x 20p nursery: 1200sqf
2x20p small children: 1200sqf
2x30p clidren: 1500sqf
2x40p youth: 1600 sqf
1x50p college: 750sqf
8x20 adults: 1920sqf
Total: 8200sqf

Sunday Worship- full gathering in auditorium
Provdence
24

Johnston
22

auxiliary classes

Special events requirments as observed from practice of different
churches:
•baptism: usually a large group of people are being immersed under water in
front of the whole congregation - happens on Sunday mornings once in a while.
CHANGING ROOMS required - baptistry usually 7’x3’x3’
•weddings: over the weekend, Friday night but mostly Saturday. Usually less
than 200 people. If happening in a megachurch usually its done in a smaller chapel.
•funeral: receptions are help in the auditorium or other spaces during the
week for people to come and give their respects.
•fellowship room ( multipurpose): for dining, meetings, sports
•kitchen 25% of fellowship space
•music support space: layout similar to worship center, acoustics that match, music storage ,
choir rehersal

PROGRAM
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Area for required intervention

Existing

Fire exits

Access points, stairs, ramps, elevators

Program spaces distribution

band rehersal
choir rehersal
sanctuary
nurseries
baptismal font

cafe/community
space

Intervention

classrooms
welcome center
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1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

church

1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Spaces required for church
church

campus exact

campus exact

campus
approximative

campus
approximative

Monday
Morning

Noon/Afternoon

Evening

max. 5697

Morning

Tuesday

Monday

Noon/Afternoon
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Evening

Wednesday
Evening
Morning

Tuesday

Noon/Afternoon
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Evening

Thursday
Evening
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Morning

Wednesday
Noon/Afternoon
Evening

Friday
Morning
Evening

Thursday

Noon/Afternoon
Morning

Noon/Afternoon
Evening

Saturday
Morning
Evening

Noon/Afternoon
Morning

Friday

Sunday

Noon/Afternoon
Evening

Morning
Evening

Saturday

Noon/Afternoon
Morning

Sunday

Evening
Noon/Afternoon

Evening

Morning

Noon/Afternoon

Evening

max. 5697

Young
adults

Office & counselng

Young
adults
Young
adults

Office & counselng
Study

Study
Cafe

Infants &
toodlers

Cafe

Organized
activities

Junior

1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Organized
activities

Band &
choir

Junior

Church service

Infants &
toodlers

High
school

Adults

Church service

Study

Study

Infants &
toodlers

High
school

Adults

Young
adults

Band &
Organized
choir
activities/sports

Adults

High
school

Junior

Infants &
toodlers

Organized
activities/sports

Adults

Junior

Church service

1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

church

church

campus exact

campus exact

campus
approximative

campus
approximative
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High
school
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Church service

hur h

Proposed interchangeable and permanent spaces

c

campus

c

music production
choir

common
area

band

baptism
sanctuary

counseling
children
church

w
wedding
CHURCH
CAMPUS

cafe
organized
activities

nurseries
e

adults
classroom
m
bible
study

classroom
c

educational

administrative

recreationalw

events hall

classroom
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educational

orship

ADAPTIVE REUSE PRECEDENTS
“The architecture of the building ought to declar that the Church
belongs primarly to a household of faith which finds its terms of
reference outside the social institutions of this world”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

From warehouse to church
Springdale, Arkansas

In this project, Marlon Blackwell Architects have proved that the sacred space doesn’t
require exorbitant or radical changes. The project, even though it doesn’t create the
feeling of the sacred in the traditional sense, manages to establish the functional

requirements of the congregation. It somehow resembles the arrangemnts found in a
house church of the first centuries.

Eastern Orthodox Churches are axial and face east. Due to the NS orientation of the
initial building, the program was folded so that the new structure has the proper
orientation.In order to keep the minimal intervention, the gradual axial progression, a
folded 90 degree narthex was created. People arrive in the EW axis.
Religious objects are kept to a minimum, only the absolute requirements being
introduced

iconostasis
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altar

dome

candles
place

The traditional orthodox churches have the bell tower positioned either in the center or
entry, and usually have more that one. In this case, the apparent tower is located at the
entry but off set to the left of central axis. It is just a conceptual tower that does not have
a practical usage as in the other churches.
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From house to church
Dura-Europos, Syria

J G Davies:
“Access from the street is obtained by a single door in the north wall which opens into
a vestibule and thence in the court. On the east side of the court there is a portico and
along the other three sides 5 rooms. In the NW corner is the baptistry, richly decorated
with frescos, its font surmounted by a baldachin. Opposite to this, along the S wall two
rooms have been made into one, at the east end of which there is a small platform for

Before and after conversion

the altar and a door to the side of it leads int what was originally the sacristy.
The use of the other room along the west wall is doubtful, but graffiti
suggest that it was employed either as a triclinium or as a class room for the
catechumens.”

Local needs of the congregation would influence the
types of alterations to the house.
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Pop-up religious buildings
a Yale University student project- L. Boyd & C. Greenlee

Synagogue

Mosque

The “ Pop-up Places of Worship” is a Yale University students project that are designed
for refugee camps. Designing with the idea that the structures have to be transportable,
affordable but still recognizable, the students had to determine what is “necessary” in a
religious structure. Apart from asking the question: what does a synagogue,church,mosque look like, it was important to understand the critical formal pieces that connect
a religious structure to a particular faith. They rejected the idea of multi-faith spaces
because cultural pluralism means specific symbolic identifiers associated with every
religion.
“Yale Students Propose a Series of Pop-Up Religious Buildings to Sustain Culture in Refugee Camps.” ArchDaily. June 10,
2016. Accessed April 16, 2018. https://www.archdaily.com/789047/yale-students-propose-a-series-of-pop-up-religiousbuildings-to-sustain-culture-in-refugee-camps.

“While [places of worship] do not provide a basic need for an
individual’s biological survival, they do represent a fundamental
aspect of not only an individual’s life beyond utility, but an identity
within the collective, a familiar place of being—and this is
something that we consider synonymous with being human—a
requirement for the persistence of culture.”
L. Boyd & C. Greenlee
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Church in a box
aﬀordable portable church

“Church. in a Box® Solutions (CBS) is a division under Portable Church® Industries.
With a growing demand for elegant and volunteer/pastor friendly church systems
Portable Church wanted to offer a new way of providing the answer to the church
plant and multisite movement. Since being launched in 2008, CBS has been
offering great, complete, turn key systems (starting at $20,000) for churches who
have a high priority for up front savings or need a package delivered very quickly.
Starting with one of our 4 system packages, you are able to order one of our
time-proven systems as designed and have the system delivered to you within
weeks. If you are wanting to make some tweaks to the system, we will spend the
time with you on the phone and get the package to where it needs to be. Or, many
of our churches desire us to visit on-site to confirm which package is the right one
for them, make tweaks to the design, as well as do a venue overview. With this site
visit you also receive a facility report, room drawings and a customized sign list.”

The solutions provided by the “Church in a box” is an utilitarian one, and it still doesn’t
offer a solution to the emotional resonance of the space. It is a good project for
providing information on how to pop-up and pop-down in a literal way a structure in
order to accomodate a weekly double function.

“Church in a Box.” Church in a Box. Accessed April 16, 2018. http://www.churchinabox.com/.
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SPECIALIST ADVISERS
“Worship was becoming increasingly a spectacle, and the
primaryfunction of architecture and the churchly arts was to create a
sense of supernatural mystery which acts psychologically upon
the worshipper.”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

Susan Ward // Professor of History of Art RISD
Susan Ward studies the medieval art and visual culture of Western Europe. While she
has studied works in a variety of media, including textiles and manuscripts, her
particular focus is French architectural sculpture of the 12th century. Ward’s scholarly
projects include the Census of Gothic Sculpture in America, a multi-volume catalogue
of works in American public collections. Susan wrote many book reviews, exhibition
reviews and articles on medieval art, including “Fables for the Court: Illustrations of
Marie de France’s Fables in Paris B.N. MS Arsenal 3142” in Women and the Book:
Assessing the Visual Evidence, “Who Sees Christ? An Alabaster Panel of the Mass of
St. Gregory” in Push Me.

Michael Woodward // Lead pastor
Michael is the lead pastor of Ocean State Baptist Church, the largest baptist church
in Rhode Island. He has a BS in Biblical Studies/ Theology and an MA in Spiritual
Formation (Ancient Spiritual practices). He is interested in building an integrative
theology that explores several realms of study including religion, literature,
philosophy, art and science.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
“The architecture of Protestantism in its
Nonconformist expressions was a good architecture for an age that
was concerned first of all to recover the raison d’etre of its worship,
but it failed to meet the more subtle and, from an architectural point of
view, the more difficult problem of satisfying the
worshipper’s emotional needs.”
Victor Fiddes,
The architectural requirments of protestant worship

Eliade, Mircea, and Diane Apostolos-Cappadona. Symbolism, the sacred,
and the arts. New York (N.Y.): Crossroad, 1985.

“An archetype of architecture.” Riverside Baptist Church.
Accessed October 11, 2017.

Baumann, Dorothea, and Rudolf Stegers. 2010. Sacred Buildings. Basel
[u.a.]: Birkhäuser

Mircea Eliade is a historian of religion and philosopher. He is a leading interpreter of
religious experience. His two central themes are Creation and Time. In the chapter of
sacred architecture and spaces, he explores the symbolism that lies behind religious
architecture, the idea of axis mundis, the column that unites earth to heaven. He inspires his thought from the beliefs of ancient civilizations that each building represents
a recreation of the world on a small scale. He sees sacred rituals in many practices from
building to one’s death.

In this blog post, the unknown author brings into conversation what their new building
will mean in a busy part of Washington DC. The author quotes Mario Botta that sees
church as the archetype of architecture- so he tries to analyze what R.B.C will be for
that community. He also brings H. Matisse’s claim that “all art worthy of the name is religious” as he explains both reach for the same invisible horizon. He quotes Judith Dupre
in her book “Churches”, as she identifies that a church embodies all the fundamental
elements of architecture.

In the book, the author presents first a history of church architecture from the beginning
of Chtistianity to modern days. She also describes the spaces that are usually found in
a traditional church and identifies the influences that changed the way contemporary
churches are built. The author dedicates a complete chapter on the use of light and
acoustics in churches and also presents case studies of exemplary churches built since
the second half of the 20th century.

Twiss, Sumner B., and Walter H. Conser. Experience of the sacred:
readings in the phenomenology of religion. Hanover, NH, etc.: University
Press of New England Brown University Press, 1998.

Fiddes, Victor. The architectural requirements for Protestant worship.
1961.

Max Scheller is a philosopher known for his work in phenomenology and ethics. In this
chapter he provides an analysis of the natural religious act. He identifies 2 essential
attributes of the divine: it is an absolute being (‘ens a se’) and it is holy. Digging further
he identifies a consciousness of nothingness (when the holy is revealed, an experience
of creatueliness for the believer)

Lang, Uwe Michael. “What makes architecture “sacred” ?”
Logos: A Journal of Catholic Thought & Culture, no. 4 (Fall 2014).
Accessed October 11, 2017.
The author of this article is an important religious figure in the Catholic church, that
wrote several books on the importance of art in the church. In this article , U.M. Lang
presents not only a personal belief that the church lost its sense of the sacred in the
20th century architecture, but he also presents 2 opposing views of architects on what
sacred architecture is. The article continues with the definition of sacred in Catholic
liturgy.

Eliade, Mircea. The sacred and the profane: the nature of religion.
San Diego: Harcourt, Brace, 1987.
The first chapter is called “ Sacred space and making the world sacred”. The author
observes that while modern man sees the world around as profane, there are still times
that unconsciously its memory connects to something sacred. He explores 2 ways to be
in the world: sacred or profane; also looks into how a space becomes sacred by either
hierophany or incantation of some rituals. In the author’s opinion the sacred has a
center point, while the profane is homogeneous.

In this book, it is discussed the need for a better understanding of the architect of the
theological stands of the church, and of the clergy of architecture. The author identifies
objects or spaces that are common to Protestant churches and gives idea on where
to place them. Also he brings forth examples of buildings that he considers good
architecture.

Loveland, Anne C., and Otis B. Wheeler. From meetinghouse to
megachurch: a material and cultural history. Columbia, MO: University
of Missouri Press, 2003.
The book gives a short evolution of the American church building landscape from the
Puritan Meetinghouses to today’s megachurches. It focuses also on the ideas and
beliefs that made those shifts happen.

Thumma, Scott, and Dave Travis. Beyond megachurch myths: what we
can learn from Americas largest churches. Chichester: John Wiley, 2007.

Tozer, A. W. (1987) The Knowledge of the Holy. New York: HarperOne
A.W. Tozer was an American Christian pastor and author during the 20th century. In
his book “The Knowledge of the Holy”, he identifies attributes of the Christian God and
explaines them through the light and interpretation of the Bible.
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